Car Rental
Fleet Management Solutions

Drive Your Car Rental Fleet to the Next Level
When looking for a fleet management solution, customers look for a company that maximises their value.
Geotab offers solutions that enhance car rental services, helping you stand out from your competition.
Geotab solutions enable you to offer the best service to your customers helping you optimise payment
processes and allow you to monitor off-rent vehicles. Geotab solutions can set you apart in delivering car
rental services, make you more attractive to potential customers, and ultimately grow your business.

The Geotab Advantage
+ Private mode when vehicles are on-rent.
+ Services scheduling and reminders, and stock management.
+ Accurate fuel and mileage data when a customer returns a vehicle.
+ Accident management from the instant of impact to reduce
insurance costs.
+ Engine diagnostics and battery monitoring to prevent
unexpected vehicle breakdown.
+ Flexible software with integration capacity.
+ Advanced dashboard reports.

Car Rental

Open Platform Fleet Management Solutions
Manage Compliance

Safety & Risk Management

+ Vehicle inspections for safety

+ Monitor driving behaviour

+ Set rules and alerts to conform
to company policy

+ Accident notifications: proactive
customer care when an accident
happens

Enhance Productivity
& Customer Service
+ View off-rent vehicles on a map
+ Instant fuel and mileage data when
customers return vehicles
+ Monitor trips and activities of offrent vehicles
+ Locate all off-rent vehicles to
optimise operations

Expandability
+ IOX technology & Add-Ons
+ SDK, API integration, & Add-Ins
+ Accelerate accounts receivable
+ Automated mileage capture

Optimise Fleets & Cut Fuel Costs

Geotab GO7 Telematics Device

+ Enhance the residual value of your fleet

+ Fast GPS acquisition time

+ Mileage reduction and driver behaviour
monitoring while vehicles are off-rent

+ Captures rich, second-by-second data

+ Optimise rental turnaround (inspections,
cleaning, maintenance, fuelling, etc.)

+ Self-calibrating accelerometer

+ Accurate engine diagnostics

+ Plan preventative maintenance
+ Engine diagnostics

Reliable, Scalable & Secured
Scalable to all fleet sizes

Big Data for Business Intelligence

Multilingual

Fully-expandable integration

Customisable dashboards

Secured storage in European
data centre

Globalised solutions

Contact us to learn more
www.LEVLtelematics.com
info@LEVLtelematics.com

Geotab.com/marketplace

